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The Wall Street Journal bestselling series.Investigating a missing persons case on Murder
Mountain means looking for trouble in a propulsive thriller by the author of The Raid.When
someone disappears on Northern California’s lawless Murder Mountain, it isn’t news. The vast
terrain for illegal marijuana harvests is also a notorious black hole for outsiders. But when that
someone is the family friend of the persuasive and righteous Senator Steele, finding him
becomes covert investigator Ryan Decker’s mission.For Decker, the risks of infiltrating a
multibillion-dollar outlaw industry are greater than he could possibly understand. Especially
when that industry has flourished into the profitable backbone of a secretive and influential DC-
based think tank. And protecting its untraceable revenue in the Emerald Triangle is a band of
ruthless white nationalists.What begins as a seemingly straightforward favor soon pulls Decker
and his partner, Harlow Mackenzie, into a high-stakes conspiracy linked to the most cold-
blooded puppet masters and power brokers in the country. The harder Decker and Harlow work
to expose the insidious faction, the harder it’ll be to make it out of Murder Mountain alive.

“Exciting action scenes help propel this tale of murderous greed and corruption toward a
satisfying conclusion. Readers will look forward to Decker and company’s next adventure.” —
Publishers WeeklyAbout the AuthorSteven Konkoly is a Wall Street Journal and USA Today
bestselling author. A graduate of the US Naval Academy and veteran of several elite US Navy
and Marine Corps units, Konkoly has brought his in-depth military experience to bear in his
fiction. His novels include The Rescue and The Raid in the Ryan Decker series; the Black
Flagged conspiracy saga; and the speculative postapocalyptic thrillers The Jakarta Pandemic,
The Perseid Collapse, and the Fractured State series. Konkoly lives in central Indiana with his
family. For more information, visit www.stevenkonkoly.com.
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PRAISE FOR THE RESCUE“Steven Konkoly’s new Ryan Decker series is a triumph—an action-
thriller master class in spy craft, tension, and suspense. An absolute must-read for fans of Tom
Clancy, Vince Flynn, and Brad Thor.”—Blake Crouch, New York Times bestselling author“The
Rescue by Steven Konkoly has everything I love in a thriller—betrayal, murder, a badass
investigator, and a man fueled by revenge.”—T.R. Ragan, New York Times bestselling
author“The Rescue grabs you like a bear trap and never lets go. No one writes action sequences
any better than Steve Konkoly—he drops his heroes into impossible situations and leaves you
no option but to keep your head down, follow where they lead, and hope you make it out alive.”—
Matthew Fitzsimmons, Wall Street Journal bestselling author“Breakneck twists, political
conspiracy, bristling action—The Rescue has it all! Steven Konkoly has created a dynamic and
powerful character in Ryan Decker.”—Joe Hart, Wall Street Journal bestselling author“If you are
a fan of characters like Scot Harvath and Mitch Rapp, this new series is a must-read. Steven
Konkoly delivers a refreshingly unique blend of action, espionage, and well-researched
realism.”—Andrew Watts, USA Today bestselling author“An excellent source for your daily dose
of action, conspiracy, and intrigue.”—Tim Tigner, author of Betrayal“Fans of Mark Greaney and
Brad Taylor, take notice: The Rescue has kicked off a stunning new series that deserves a place
on your reading list. Ryan Decker is a must-read character.”—Jason Kasper, author of Greatest
Enemy“The Rescue immediately drops the reader into a well-drawn world of betrayal, revenge,
and redemption. Ryan Decker is a flawed, relatable hero, unstoppable in his quest for justice.”—
Tom Abrahams, author of SeditionALSO BY STEVEN KONKOLYRYAN DECKER SERIESThe
RescueThe RaidTHE FRACTURED STATE SERIESFractured StateRogue StateTHE PERSEID
COLLAPSE SERIESThe Jakarta PandemicThe Perseid CollapseEvent HorizonPoint of
CrisisDispatchesTHE BLACK FLAGGED SERIESAlphaReduxApexVektorOmegaTHE ZULU
VIRUS CHRONICLESHot ZoneKill BoxFire StormThis is a work of fiction. Names, characters,
organizations, places, events, and incidents are either products of the author’s imagination or
are used fictitiously. Any resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely
coincidental.Text copyright © 2020 by Steven KonkolyAll rights reserved.No part of this book
may be reproduced, or stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without express written
permission of the publisher.Published by Thomas & Mercer, SeattleEbook Tops, the Ebook Tops
logo, and Thomas & Mercer are trademarks of , Inc., or its affiliates.Cover design by Rex
BonomelliTo Kosia, Matthew, and Sophia—the heart and soul of my writing.CONTENTSPART
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ONECHAPTER ONERyan Decker slid the rickety metal chair across the doughnut shop’s grimy
linoleum floor, angling for a slightly more expanded view of the street. A guy he recognized from
a picture provided with the firm’s intelligence packet lurked near a bustling taco stand down the
street from the target motel—juxtaposed against the packed lunchtime gaggle. His razor-bald
dome and neck tattoo were just part of the reason. The fact that he remained empty-handed was
the biggest tip-off.He ignored the feeding frenzy on the sidewalk in front of him, constantly
checking his phone and furtively glancing at the doughnut shop. His most recent peek in
Decker’s direction had been anything but secretive. It had lasted long enough to leave him
feeling uneasy seated next to a floor-to-ceiling plate glass window. Exposed might be a better
description of how he appeared.If Decker had been made, and the group working out of the Ritz
Motel was serious enough about protecting their kiddie-peddling enterprise, he’d make a nice
target for an unannounced drive-by shooting. Then again, a lunchtime shooting in the middle of
North Hollywood would bring far more trouble down on their operation than a nosy private
investigator.Of course, this decision-making logic assumed that they hadn’t somehow
specifically identified Decker. He’d built somewhat of a ruthless reputation in Los Angeles over
the past several months, and despite Harlow’s best efforts to keep his connection to the firm
under the radar, word had oozed into the deepest, darkest crevasses of the area’s human-
trafficking underworld. Decker’s presence meant one thing for these scumbags. Serious
trouble.Decker loosened his shirt, giving him better access to the concealed pistol on his right
hip. The man stepped away from the taco shop crowd and started walking briskly toward the Ritz
Motel, his eyes darting from the sidewalk in front of him to the doughnut shop window. Shit.
Decker took a sip of coffee while tapping a text to Harlow.DECKER: Taco Nazi OM toward RM.
Pretty sure I’m burned.HARLOW: Motel is hot. I can feel it.DECKER: He’ll probably walk right
past if I’m made.HARLOW: Can’t let that happen. We have to find her ASAP if ur burned. They’ll
kill her and leave.DECKER: Agree. Need a room number.HARLOW: How?He alternated
between Taco Nazi and the screen for a few moments, deciding on a fairly reckless course of
action. If it didn’t work, they’d be no worse off than now.DECKER: Have an idea. U won’t like
it.HARLOW: Shocker. Do it. Where do u need me?DECKER: Depends on what happens.



OM.Decker pushed away from the table and ran for the door, barely managing to speed-dial
Harlow’s number on the way. Predictably, Taco Nazi took off the moment Decker burst onto the
sidewalk, passing the entrance to the motel.Shit!Given the man’s speed and the relatively short
distance to the intersection beyond the motel, Decker immediately assessed that he’d lose this
footrace if he didn’t cheat a little. He needed to herd Taco Nazi back to the motel. Ignoring the
green lights clearly visible at the intersection less than a hundred feet away, Decker sprinted
diagonally across four lanes of traffic on Lankershim Boulevard—screaming the entire
way.Maybe the sight of a raving lunatic gave the drivers pause. Maybe the powers that be finally
decided to give Decker a break. Whatever the case, he managed to run full speed—across the
entire width of North Hollywood’s busiest street—without stopping. Taco Nazi froze his tracks
when Decker burst onto the sidewalk thirty feet in front of him.Horns blared and car tires
screeched as the skinhead glared at Decker, who raised the bottom edge of his shirt to expose
the concealed holster on his right hip. The move was a calculated gamble. Decker couldn’t
legally draw the pistol unless the man displayed a firearm first. A scenario with one clear ending.
Taco Nazi dead on the sidewalk—and a whole lot of explaining to do. Not to mention that they
might lose their primary target. They had no way of finding the girl unless Taco Nazi led them to
the room. The man’s eyes immediately locked on to Decker’s pistol, his brain no doubt running
the options.During the seconds that ticked by while they stared at each other, Decker willed him
to turn around and run for the perceived safety of the motel. Everything else would fall into place
if the guy just hauled ass for the motel room, where his Nazi buddies presumably held Brooke
Miller. After a few tense seconds, the guy turned and ran toward the motel at full speed. Thank
you. Decker gave chase, cautiously maintaining the distance between them.“Taco Nazi is
heading back to the motel in a hurry,” he said into the phone.“Perfect. I have a concealed spot
with a good view of—”The skinhead stopped in the middle of the motel parking lot entrance and
pivoted, firing a fully automatic pistol in Decker’s direction. The first few bullets cracked within
inches of Decker’s face. The rest flew high as successive pistol recoils tugged the shooter’s
hand farther off target.Decker slid behind the nearest parked car and instinctively aimed his
pistol over the hood at Taco Nazi, who immediately abandoned his effort to reload the pistol and
sprinted into the Ritz Motel’s parking lot. Decker’s brain locked on to a single train of thought as
the man vanished from sight. I shouldn’t be alive right now. If the skinhead had just taken the
extra moment to wrap his other hand around the pistol’s grip, a very substantial number of the
thirty-three nine-millimeter bullets loaded in the pistol’s extended magazine would have hit him.A
muffled voice jarred him out of his mental vapor lock. Harlow. He raised the phone still clutched
in his left hand and took off running toward the motel.“Decker. Decker,” she repeated
frantically.“I’m fine. He’s headed in your direction!” said Decker. “Stay out of sight! ID the room
and let the cops deal with this. They’ll be here any moment.”“I see him,” she whispered. “He’s
headed up the stairs.”Decker slowed his pace, relieved to hear that Harlow sounded composed
—like always—and unlikely to rush into a shitty situation. Like the one he’d carelessly thrust
himself into a few seconds ago.“Observe and report,” said Decker, approaching the parking lot



entrance. “I’m almost in position.”“Shit. They’re moving her. Room on the second floor,” she
said.“Harlow! Do not even think about—”A long burst of automatic fire cut through the car horns
and screams on Lankershim Boulevard. Decker stopped in midstride and put the phone to his
ear.“Harlow?”Two distinctly spaced gunshots answered his question, followed by another burst
of automatic fire. He readied his pistol and barreled into the parking lot, determined to draw all
their attention—and gunfire—away from Harlow.CHAPTER TWOHarlow’s ears still rang from the
gunfire. The seemingly endless drumbeat of automatic fire against the dumpster had been loud
enough, but her own pistol, a compact Sig Sauer, had sounded like a cannon. She’d never fired
her handgun without hearing protection. A first for her and—based on the quick glimpse she got
of the motel courtyard—very likely to be repeated.Two men had just exited one of the rooms on
the second floor, carrying between them the limp body of a girl who more or less matched
Brooke Miller’s description. She had been relieved to see that they hadn’t just executed her in
the room. Harlow had assumed they would kill any captives before shooting their way out of the
motel. Dump the baggage and eliminate witnesses. Given their current predicament, the
decision to drag Miller along didn’t make a lot of sense.Desperate for more information, Harlow
risked a quick glance, drawing another long burst of gunfire from the skinhead in the parking lot.
Taco Nazi. As bullets rattled against the dumpster and the echo of gunshots hit her from every
direction, she processed what she’d seen. The two men were running for the stairs, one of them
carrying Brooke over his shoulder. They were in a hurry to get out of here with her. A
development Harlow had to stop.With the pistol trembling in her hands, Harlow leaned a few
inches beyond the corner of the dumpster and searched for Taco Nazi. She found him standing
halfway up the stairs, reloading his pistol. Before she could line up a shot, he pointed at the
dumpster and yelled, drawing her attention toward the upper walkway. One of the escaping
thugs turned and braced a nasty-looking rifle against the railing—aimed directly at her. Harlow
pressed the trigger twice and yanked her head out of sight, unsure whether her bullets had
struck Taco Nazi.The dumpster shuddered from whatever monstrous weapon he had
unleashed, one jackhammer strike after another pounding against the side until she started to
doubt whether the dumpster could protect her much longer. She backed up a few feet and
crouched low, steeling herself for what came next. The moment this onslaught even paused,
Harlow fully intended to drill a hole through the middle of the shooter’s forehead.When the
gunfire stopped, she didn’t hesitate. Her pistol quickly found the bearded face that had been
glaring at her over the barrel of a rifle moments earlier. Before she could fire, repeated
supersonic cracks forced her back—Taco Nazi was alive and well. She caught a glimpse of him
standing in the same place on the open staircase.She also spotted Decker, who moved
cautiously toward the corner of the motel office, which met the bottom of the staircase. If Decker
turned that corner blindly or got distracted by the shooter on the second floor—he would walk
right into Taco Nazi’s onslaught.She glanced at her phone on the asphalt but dismissed the idea.
Decker would be one hundred percent focused on what lay ahead of him. Right now he was in
another world. A world he fully understood and could navigate almost perfectly. Her best strategy



was to leave Decker alone and let him do what he did best.The assessment didn’t sit well with
Harlow. Not only did she resent her seeming inability to make a difference under the
circumstances—she worried that Decker was about to walk into a lethal wall of bullets. She’d
made the same mistake a few seconds ago, focusing all her attention on the second-floor
shooter, while Taco Nazi fired away. She’d been extremely lucky. Any one of those bullets could
and should have punctured her skull.With that cheery thought in mind, Harlow leaned out and
fired the rest of her pistol’s magazine at Taco Nazi—hoping it might distract him long enough for
Decker to work his magic.CHAPTER THREEDecker halted a few inches from the corner,
paralyzed by the sight of Harlow carelessly exposed next to the dumpster. She fired round after
round from her compact pistol at targets he still couldn’t see. Based on the volume and variety of
gunfire previously leveled at Harlow, he guessed that she had the undivided attention of at least
two shooters. One was undoubtedly armed with a high-capacity automatic shotgun. That sound
had been unmistakable.Fortunately for both Harlow and Decker, neither the shotgun nor the
modified Glock was very accurate on full auto—particularly in these idiots’ hands. Then again,
volume very often made up for accuracy when it came to guns, and it took only one bullet to end
your day. Harlow had done everything she could up until this point, and she’d done it
exceedingly well. It was his turn now. Time to put an end to this Valkyrie nonsense and bring
Brooke Miller home.He peeked around the corner with his pistol, finding Taco Nazi completely
focused on Harlow. Decker fired two quick shots, the bullets forming a tight pattern along the
skinhead’s left temple. Taco Nazi dropped in his peripheral vision like a sack of dirt. His next shot
struck the shotgun guy in the face, or so he thought.The man remained upright, seemingly
frozen in place, with no obvious entry or exit wound. He’d seen this before. The bullet may have
entered a nostril or his mouth, rattling around inside the skull instead of punching through the
other side. Uncertain of the first bullet’s true impact on the situation, he lined up another head
shot but paused before pressing the trigger. The Valkyrie carrying Brooke Miller over his
shoulders took off for the open motel room door they had presumably just exited. If he got inside
with her, Decker and Harlow would have no choice but to hand the situation over to the police,
who would turn this into a long, drawn-out hostage negotiation—with no guaranteed
outcome.He shifted his aim down and to the right—and fired twice at the fleeing man’s legs,
dropping him mostly out of sight on the walkway. Decker reacquired the still seemingly immobile
shotgun guy and drilled a hole through his forehead. A bright-red spray hit the salmon-colored
wall behind his head. His body accordioned over the railing. The man hung there, blood pouring
out of the gaping hole in the top of his head, as Decker scrambled up the stairs.At the top of the
staircase, he quick-peeked down the length of walkway, just as the third skinhead crawled out of
sight into the room—leaving a thick trail of blood on the concrete deck. Decker kept his pistol
pointed at the door as he moved quickly to Brooke Miller, who lay facedown and listless next to
the skinhead hanging over the railing. Movement in the direction of the dumpster broke his focus
for a moment. Harlow was on the way. Once again carelessly exposed.A quick analysis of the
situation convinced him that she was safe from any conceivable line of fire from the open door—



unless the guy in the room somehow managed to prop himself up to a standing position. Decker
didn’t consider that likely given the amount of blood on the walkway. For now, he could focus on
moving the girl away from whatever threat remained in the motel room.Decker reached Brooke
Miller a few nerve-racking seconds later, grasping one of the girl’s wrists with his left hand, while
keeping the pistol aimed at the door with the other. Once he was certain that his grip was solid,
Decker pulled her back until he was satisfied she was safely out of the door’s line of fire. The girl
moaned most of the way, likely from the pain of her face scraping across the rough concrete. As
much as he would have liked to spare her that last insult, he absolutely couldn’t afford the time or
distraction of repositioning her body with the shooter still active.He stepped past her and
kneeled, placing himself between the girl and the open door. This late-in-the-game thought gave
him a jolt. Up until now, he had assumed that the total number of skinheads on the prowl at the
motel was three. For all he knew, they had guys in other rooms. That was how he would have
done it. Harlow yelled up at him from below, thankfully staying out of sight.“Status of the
primary?”“No obvious injuries. I can’t really make an assessment under the circumstances,” he
said, remaining laser focused on the door. “Watch yourself down there. There may be more than
three of them.”“They would have come at us by now,” she said. “Can I come up and get her?”He
gave the angles and trajectories a quick thought. She’d be exposed to possible gunfire for at
least half of the trip up the stairs, and there wasn’t much he could do about it. Decker’s angle of
fire was too shallow to hit anyone more than a few inches inside the doorway. His position was
good for one thing—protecting the primary and keeping the guy pinned down in the room.“I’d
rather you didn’t,” he said. “I’m concerned about the stairs.”“Can you bring her down with me
covering the door?” said Harlow.Decker didn’t like that idea. For all he knew, the skinheads had
left some firepower behind. Harlow wouldn’t stand a chance against a rifle.“I need to stay
focused on the shooter,” said Decker.“I’m worried about what’s going to happen when the police
show up.”For the first time since the shooting kicked off, the concert of police sirens broke
through. From the sound of it, the entire North Hollywood police force had responded.“It’ll be
fine,” said Decker, not really buying his statement.If skinhead number three decided to go down
in a blaze of glory when the police arrived, Decker and the girl stood a good chance of getting
shot in the ensuing chaos. Harlow’s situation wasn’t much better. He briefly considered sending
her out front, to defuse the situation with responding LAPD units, but the volume of gunfire
reported on the street and from the motel would have every cop on edge. Shoot first and ask
questions later.That left one option as far as he could tell. Send Harlow back the way she’d
come. The route she had traveled to get to the motel was a city-block-long twisted maze of
dumpsters, barbed-wire-topped brick walls, and dilapidated fences jammed between several
businesses. The police wouldn’t bother with it. They’d park in the used car lot next door and
deploy on foot immediately behind the motel. She’d be long gone by the time the police cut off
that route.“I have something that might help the situation,” she said.“A Star Wars
transporter?”“Star Trek,” she said. “Take a quick look left.”He did what she asked, keeping the
gun level. Interesting. This gave them a slightly better option.“You keep one of those around for



emergencies?”“I swapped out the lipstick and eye shadow,” she said.“Remind me not to go
through your purse,” he said.“I shouldn’t have to at this point,” said Harlow.“Toss it up and kick in
one of the doors below,” said Decker. “We’ll need somewhere to weather the LAPD storm. This is
just going to make it worse.”“Heads up,” she said.A few moments later, a dark-green cylindrical
object sailed into his peripheral vision and struck his left thigh, bouncing to the concrete next to
him. He picked it up with his left hand and edged forward along the blood-streaked walkway in a
low crouch. Somewhere below him, Harlow kicked furiously at a door until he heard it give
in.“Clear on the ground,” she yelled up to him.Decker passed a rectangular red fire extinguisher
box, which marked the start of the skinhead’s motel room. He was now indirectly exposed to
gunfire from inside the room. Bullets would pass right through the thin exterior walls. When he
reached the window, he dropped to his elbows and knees to crawl the rest of the way. Despite
the excruciating pain of the coarse concrete grinding away at his elbows, he kept the pistol
aimed at the door.Now for the not-so-fun part. The window was too close to the door for him to
rise into a crouch without giving his position away, so he’d have to do this from the most awkward
position possible. Lying on his stomach. The sirens intensified, reminding him that he was
running out of time. Decker looped his gun hand thumb through the grenade’s arming ring and
pulled it free, before cocking his left arm as far as possible toward the railing and releasing the
plastic pop-off lever.He tossed the grenade inside the moment the lever detached. Unlike the
military police–grade M84 stun grenade, the civilian-available M13 flash bang had a notoriously
short fuse. He hoped this did the trick. The M13 was also far less potent than the real deal. Not
much more than an extremely loud firecracker, coupled with a partially blinding flash.Automatic
gunfire erupted inside the room as soon as the grenade hit the floor. Dozens of bullets passed
through the wall and window directly above him. He’d been right about the skinheads leaving
some of their hardware behind. Projectiles punctured the doorframe inches from his head when
the grenade exploded.The sharp detonation stopped the gunfire, and Decker took off for the girl
sprawled on the walkway. He had already slung her over his shoulder when the automatic
gunfire started again. He glanced back as the bullets flew straight out of the room like before.
The skinhead was still shooting from a position that didn’t threaten the staircase. He hurried
down the stairs until he reached the parking lot, where he put all his remaining energy and focus
into reaching the open door next to Harlow.He continued at full speed until he’d crossed the
doorway threshold and reached the foot of the closest bed, where he gently lowered the primary
down onto a duvet cover that looked like it hadn’t been swapped out in over forty years. Decker
turned to Harlow, who had just shut the door and thrown the swing lock.“Pull the curtains, too,”
he said, surprised when she didn’t immediately react.Instead, she stared past him, shaking her
head and muttering.“What is it?” he said, glancing from Harlow to the girl.He put it together
before she answered.“That’s not her,” she said. “That’s not Brooke Miller.”A burst of automatic
fire cut through the brief silence that ensued, followed by a few isolated pistol gunshots. Decker
really hoped the LAPD didn’t try to storm the room. They’d lose officers doing that, and he’d feel
partly responsible.“We can’t go back out there. The place will be swarming with cops any



second,” said Decker. “Shut the curtains and help me get her into the bathroom. We hunker
down and call nine-one-one. Let them know what they’re up against.”“Fuck,” muttered Harlow
under her breath, staring at the girl.“Hey! We did good,” he said, motioning toward the bed. “We
saved this girl from hell knows what else. We can still find Brooke Miller. It just won’t be today.”“I
doubt it after this,” said Harlow, yanking the curtains together and shutting most of the light out of
the room. “Those pieces of shit will go to ground—leaving no witnesses behind.”He grabbed her
shoulders.“Harlow,” he said, locking eyes with her. “You win some and you lose some in this
business. Nobody knows that better than I do.”She took a quick breath, her expression softening
a near-imperceptible amount. “I don’t like to lose.”“That’s because you never do,” he said. “But
trust me. If you have to lose, there are far worse alternatives. That girl represents a win for
somebody out there, which means this is still a win for you.”“I know. I know,” she said. “I just don’t
know what I’m going to tell Brooke’s parents.”“Let’s get her into the bathroom,” said Decker. “We
can work on next steps while we wait for the police to secure this mess.”She nodded and helped
him carry her to the bathroom, where they struggled in the tight confines to lay her down in the
tub without hurting her. Decker had his hands under her armpits, trying to twist her past the sink,
when Harlow froze. Stuck in an awkward and extremely uncomfortable position between the
toilet and tub, he took a knee.“We’re almost there,” he said, heaving the girl up over the side.
“Pull her legs up and that’s it. I’ll do the rest.”“Holy shit. We’re truly screwed,” she said.Straining
with the weight, he shook his head. “Harlow, we covered this. We’re fine.”“No,” she said, tossing
the girl’s legs into the tub like an afterthought. “We’re not.”“Hey. Take it easy on her,” he said, still
holding her up.“Look at the tattoo on her back,” said Harlow. “Her shirt rode up when you lifted
her. You couldn’t see it.”He twisted her as far as he could without falling over, catching the word
NATION tattooed across the bottom of her back, just below a graphic displaying several small
skulls inside some kind of boundary line. Most of the tattoo was covered by a long-sleeved black
shirt, but he understood right away why Harlow was concerned.“I don’t . . . uh—” he started, until
Harlow pulled the shirt up to her bra strap.“You gotta be shitting me,” he said.He pulled her out of
the tub and set her down on the linoleum floor, facedown. Harlow did the honors, yanking her
shirt as far up as possible without ripping it. Decker stared down at the full tattoo. It started just
above her bra strap with the word WHITE and morphed into a thick, cartoonish SS symbol that
extended down most of her back—each of the lightning bolts filled with human skulls.“She must
have been a girlfriend,” said Harlow. “No wonder they tried to get her out of here. It didn’t make
any sense at the time, but I was just glad they hadn’t executed our primary. Or so I thought.”She
released the shirt to examine one of her arms. Heroin tracks up and down the length of the
inside of her forearm.“That would explain why she’s barely responsive,” said Harlow.“What now?”
said Decker, before slumping to the floor next to the toilet.“Slight modification to the plan. My first
call goes to Jess,” said Harlow. “It’s going to take every trick up her fancy suit sleeve to dodge a
kidnapping charge. Not to mention the rest of the mess out there.”“Come here,” he said, coaxing
her next to him on the grimy floor.Decker put an arm around her shoulder and kissed her
cheek.“This wasn’t exactly what I had in mind for our six-month anniversary escape,” he said,



and waited.Harlow didn’t react at first, and Decker wondered if he’d crossed the humor line, or if
she’d redrawn it. She chuckled a few seconds later, but that was the extent of it. She gripped his
other hand and squeezed.“I’m worried about Brooke,” she said. “And I’m worried about the firm.
This is going to be a rough ride.”“I know,” he said, the sirens coming into sharp focus again. “But
call nine-one-one first. It’ll look pretty bad if the first call goes to the firm’s attorney. Especially if
we can prevent machine-gun Hitler up there from killing any of the responding officers.”“You’re
right,” she said, taking out her phone. “You’re kind of always right.”“Not always,” he said. “And you
really don’t want to be around when I’m wrong.”He had to wonder if this might be one of those
times.CHAPTER FOURThe distant rumble of approaching trucks woke Brett Hale long before
their blinding headlights swept across the farm. A quick glance at his watch told Hale everything
he needed to know. His situation on the mountain had drastically changed—for better or worse.
No middle ground existed between the two out here, especially at three in the morning.The
prospect of a breakthrough deal with the local leadership terrified him as much as it excited him.
A sizable fortune was his for the taking on one side of the table. The other side? He didn’t want
to think about it. The nickname “Murder Mountain” had endured for a reason. This vast, isolated
forest region was essentially lawless.Fiercely defended by the locals, eastern Humboldt
County’s redwood forests concealed a dark secret. Nearly half of the state’s illegal marijuana
industry was based in the area. Everyone living on or around the mountain had a hand in the
trade—which made it a dangerous place for outsiders. Brett hoped he hadn’t pushed the locals
too hard.Car doors slammed shut, followed by footsteps and muted voices. He’d know soon
enough. He remained motionless inside his sleeping bag; the silhouettes of several figures
broadcast against the long stretch of plyboard wall behind him. When the other occupants of the
cabin started to move and grumble, he unzipped the sleeping bag and dangled his feet over the
side of the rigid cot, probing the floor for his boots.“What time is it?” whispered a woman from
the other side of the cabin.“Three,” said Brett.“This can’t be good,” she said.“That’s what I was
thinking,” said Brett.Angie, a five-season veteran of the mountain, slid off her cot and stayed low.
Without saying another word, she started putting on her boots.“Can you see who it is?” said a
groggy voice from the cot next to him.“Why don’t you stick your head up and look,” said
Angie.“No thanks,” he replied. “I’m still crashed out if they ask.”“I’m sure they’ll just leave you
alone,” said Angie sarcastically.The shadows started to shift a few moments later, followed by
loud voices. Brett quickly finished tying his boots as the rest of the cabin’s half dozen occupants
began to stir. The doorknob rattled, followed by a heavy pounding. Brett stood up, thankful that
the chilly fall nights had persuaded him to sleep in his clothes. Unlike most of his cabinmates, he
was ready for the trip up the mountain. Not that they would be making the drive with him. Brett
was fairly certain they had come for him.The time he’d spent among small-time growers and
patchouli-stinking seasonal workers had been a means to an end. He was a businessman with a
serious proposition for the loose confederation of locals that controlled the bulk of the area’s
cannabis trade. Serious money to invest in their rapidly expanding empire—for a taste of
whatever was happening higher up on the mountain.Without warning, the flimsy wooden door



exploded inward and slammed into the plywood wall next to it, loosely bouncing back in place to
block the massive figure that filled the doorway. A powerful kick knocked the door off its hinges
and sent it sliding across the floor. Brett backed up against the cot and slid a hand under his
pillow. The sharp metallic racking sound froze him in place.“Not the smartest move, dickhead,”
said the hulk of a man in the doorway, pointing the business end of a shotgun in Brett’s
direction.“Just grabbing my wallet,” said Brett, not sure if he’d spoken loud enough to be heard.“If
anything other than a wallet appears, I’ll remove your head. That goes for the rest of you,” said
the man, stepping into the room.Two more men slid inside behind him and formed a tight
perimeter around the doorway, their shotguns covering the entire cabin. Brett grabbed the thin
leather wallet under the pillow, his hand momentarily brushing against the satellite phone he’d
cleverly managed to keep hidden from the owners and his coworkers.He should have slipped it
into one of his cargo pockets the moment he saw the headlights. If something went drastically
wrong tonight, the phone could have pinpointed his last known location. Then again, the
discovery of a satellite phone would pretty much guarantee a disaster. The people up here took
their privacy and secrecy seriously. He slowly removed the wallet, allowing it to be seen by the
man aiming a shotgun at his head.“Put it in your pocket and get outside,” said the man,
motioning with the shotgun barrel.“Can I put my boots on?” said the guy next to Brett.“The trucks
leave in thirty seconds,” said the leader. “I don’t give a shit what you do between now and then,
but if you’re not on the trucks—you’re done here.”“Where are you taking us?” said the same
guy.“A little ride up the hill,” he said. “The clock is ticking.”Brett decided to take a gamble. There
was no reason for these men to continue with this facade.“You don’t have to take everyone up
there on my account,” said Brett. “I’m good with a solo trip.”The man walked up to him and
pushed the shotgun barrel into his chest.“You gonna be a problem?”“No. Wait. What?” said Brett,
suddenly feeling disoriented.They had to be here for him. Why else would they put on this kind of
show?“Get outside!” said the man, grabbing the loose fabric of Brett’s shirt and yanking him
toward the door.The sudden violent move nearly pulled Brett off his feet. He pitched forward and
caught the doorframe with one of his hands, only to be forcefully shoved out of the cabin and
onto the hard-packed dirt. Another brute took over from there, searching him thoroughly before
hauling him to his feet and dragging him to the back of the nearest pickup truck. The man
opened the tailgate and grunted.“Get in.”“I think there’s been a little—”“Either get in by yourself,
or I’ll help you in!” said the man.Brett hesitated long enough for the guy to start moving toward
him.“I’m good. I’m good,” said Brett, turning to face the extended tailgate. “Take it easy.”“Just get
in and shut the fuck up,” he said. “And don’t even think about jumping out. You’re done if that
happens.”Brett heaved his lean frame into the back of the oversize pickup and scooted along the
hard plastic bed until he could lean his back against the cabin. He started to say something but
thought twice about it. There was nothing to gain by pissing these guys off. He’d play whatever
game they wanted if this was what it took to make his pitch to the big shots up the hill. For all he
knew, these goons had no idea why they’d been sent on this little task.The last of his cabinmates
had barely taken a seat before the truck backed into a three-point turn and sped away from the



farm.Whatever this crew was up to, they sure as hell weren’t messing around. If he had run a
stopwatch, he wouldn’t be surprised to learn that the trucks had taken off precisely at the thirty-
second mark. The men sent to retrieve him worked like a military unit. Another sign that he was
being taken seriously.As the cabin receded into the distance and the forest thickened, an
uneasy feeling replaced the confidence he had mustered. One of the trucks had remained
behind, its headlights still illuminating the cabin. Brett’s entire mental focus suddenly narrowed to
a single unshakable question. What happens to me if they find the satellite phone?CHAPTER
FIVECarl Trenkor waited just inside the construction trailer for the convoy carrying Brett Hale to
arrive. The dingy Spartan structure had served as his office and living quarters for the past
several months, while his team of mercenaries carved a multibillion-dollar empire out of the
mountain. An empire he had no intention of losing before the harvest ended in a few weeks—
even if it meant killing a federal agent. Or whatever Hale turned out to be.The satellite phone–
clipped tactical vest buzzed. He opened the screen door and stepped into the cool night air
before taking the call.“Anything useful?” said Trenkor.“Nothing obvious. Most calls matched
mobile numbers for his parents,” said Mike Loftis, his second-in-command on the mountain.“If
those are his real parents,” said Trenkor.“This would be one hell of an undercover penetration if
they were fake,” said Loftis. “Beyond that we have several calls to contacts saved on the phone.
All Indiana area codes. On the surface the phone looks clean.”“Something’s off with this guy. I
know it.”“Should we have tech support check it out?” said Loftis. “He could be using a decoy app
or ghost interface.”“Negative. We’ll know everything there is to know about Brett Hale soon
enough,” said Trenkor. “Destroy the phone at the cabin, before you head up.”“What about the rest
of their stuff?”“Clean it out,” said Trenkor. “We’ll bury everything with them later.”“Copy that,” said
Loftis. “We should be Oscar Mike in twenty.”Distant headlights winked through the trees.“With
any luck, we’ll know more about Brett Hale’s true identity by the time you get back,” said
Trenkor.“My money is on CBI,” said Loftis.“I hope you’re wrong,” said Trenkor, disconnecting the
call.As crazy as it sounded, Trenkor hoped Hale was a federal agent and not an undercover cop
with the California Bureau of Investigation or the Humboldt County Sheriff’s Department.
Especially not the county sheriff. Hale’s disappearance would trigger a response, no matter who
he turned out to be. Trenkor had already come to terms with that. But if Hale turned out to be a
state or local undercover law enforcement officer (LEO), which he strongly suspected, the
operation was screwed.Given the mountain’s long history of friction with the Humboldt County
Sheriff’s Department and the public pressure the sheriff had faced over the past few years to
establish some semblance of law and order around “Murder Mountain,” he guessed the local
response would be swift. A few days at most. This represented the worst-case scenario for
Trenkor.They were roughly three weeks from a full harvest, the bulk of the cutting, bundling, and
transportation to start a week from now. An immediate raid represented a catastrophic loss—to
the tune of close to two billion dollars. The longer he could delay the inevitable response the
better, which was why he hoped that Hale was DEA or FBI.As much as he didn’t relish the idea
of deep-sixing any brand of law enforcement officer, Hale’s disappearance was likely to go



unnoticed longer at the federal level. On top of that, the level of coordination required to clear the
red tape and spearhead a federal raid on the mountain could take weeks. Exactly what Trenkor
needed to finish the job.His radio squawked. “WOLFPAK One is inbound with our guests.”He
triggered the radio transmitter. “TIN MAN Actual copies. Tell them to park along the eastern edge
of the compound. I want all of those hippies on their knees in a line, facing the trees.”“Copy. Will
advise.”“SCARECROW QR. I need you on scene to supervise our Wolfpak friends. They tend to
misbehave when they smell blood,” said Trenkor.“SCARECROW QR en route.”He’d just ordered
his five-mercenary quick reaction team to the drop-off site. Their presence should guarantee the
best possible behavior from their “partners” in the mountain venture. His arrangement with the
Wolfpak was a means to an end. An unsavory pact required under the circumstances.The
Wolfpak, a previously obscure white nationalist gang mainly composed of ex-military felons and
petty criminals, had served as the public face of EMERALD CITY from the start of the operation.
Trenkor’s boss at the Athena Corp had insisted on it. The company’s presence needed to remain
undetectably small—removable at a moment’s notice, if necessary, if the operation attracted the
wrong kind of attention.Trenkor hated to think that EMERALD CITY might be a onetime payoff
instead of a steady, two-billion-dollar-a-year source of entirely untraceable revenue for Athena
Corp. Maybe his instincts had steered him wrong, and Brett Hale wasn’t an undercover cop.
Perhaps his paranoia had gotten the better of him. Nothing but wishful thinking until he could
break Hale.That was the balancing act the Special Activities Group implicitly trusted him to
manage. The money was significant to the Institute but would never eclipse the absolute
imperative to insulate Athena Corp from the operation. Everything hinged on dissecting Brett
Hale.He picked up the pace, navigating the shadowy compound to arrive at the vehicle drop-off
point just ahead of the quick reaction force. Hurried footsteps joined him moments later, five
heavily armed men in full body armor materializing from the darkness.“Where do you want us?”
said the team leader, pulling up next to him.Trenkor turned to examine the area. “Back by the
trailers. Two of you in the open, where you’ll be spotted by headlights. That should keep the
Wolves on their best behavior. The rest of you linger near the others, but in the shadows. I don’t
want to rattle our guests too soon.”“Got it,” said the team leader, before withdrawing to the trailers
fifty feet back.The convoy of pickup trucks ferrying Hale and the rest of the farm’s unlucky
workers broke through the southern tree line, their headlights bouncing up and down as they
raced toward him. Trenkor backed up a few feet, putting a little more distance between himself
and the dirt road. The last thing he needed was for one of these skinhead idiots to put him in the
hospital three weeks from the finish line.A few moments later, the lead truck skidded to a stop,
kicking up a thick storm of dust, which enveloped him. Charles Bowen’s massive frame
appeared in the cloud, headed in his direction.“Nice job. Police scanners are quiet. No problems
at the farm?” whispered Trenkor, setting the tone for their conversation.“None. Easy as shit,” said
Bowen, speaking quietly. “They don’t suspect a fucking thing.”“Trust me. They know this isn’t a
friendly tour of the mountain,” said Trenkor. “Which is why we need to go easy on them until it’s
absolutely necessary to start pressing hard. Especially Hale.”“I don’t see why you don’t just get



right to the point with that pig,” said Bowen. “Start on his face with a pair of tin snips. Bring the
blowtorch out after he understands you ain’t fucking around.”“A little hope goes a long way in my
experience,” said Trenkor. “And I’m not blowtorching Hale. No matter how stubborn he turns out
to be.”“Suit yourself,” said Bowen. “In my experience, if you pull someone’s pants down and light
a blowtorch in front of them—they sing like a bitch.”Trenkor kept a neutral face, deciding to
placate this moron instead of swimming against the tide. “Let’s get them down and standing in a
line just off the road next to the trucks.”“Whatever you say, boss. You’re paying the bills,” said
Bowen. “But if you need my help, just say the word. I’ll have Hale singing soprano before you
know it.”“I’ll keep that in mind,” said Trenkor, as Bowen took off to fetch the prisoners.He couldn’t
wait to get rid of these idiots. Bowen and his fanatic disciples couldn’t be trusted to keep
EMERALD CITY out of the public’s eye. Eventually, they would fuck up. Big-time. Trenkor had no
intention of either keeping them around long enough to let that happen or being here when it did.
No matter what Hale turned out to be, the Wolfpak’s days were numbered. All their days were
numbered up here. The only difference being that nobody outside of Trenkor’s Athena Corp
detachment would leave the mountain alive.CHAPTER SIXBrett Hale began to grasp his
mistake the moment the pickup trucks raced through the farm’s outer perimeter. The sentries
guarding the reinforced vehicle gate looked more like Special Forces operators than local
muscle. Serious dudes sporting military-style rifles, full body armor, and night-vision-equipped
helmets. The kind of security you could afford if money wasn’t an issue and you wanted to keep
it that way.The full scope of his epic miscalculation crystalized shortly after the trucks emerged
from the forest. They passed row after row of mature marijuana plants—more than he’d ever
seen in one place—before rapidly decelerating next to a neatly arranged cluster of newish-
looking construction trailers. To make matters worse, shadowy netting hung several feet above
the small city of trailers, presumably hiding it from aerial observation. Whoever put this together
hadn’t been messing around. It looked more like a military base than a grow farm.Once the
pickup truck came to a firm stop, Hale spotted two heavily armed guards standing in front of the
closest trailer. Movement in the darkness behind them led Hale to believe that more of them
lurked in the shadows. He couldn’t comprehend why anyone would need this level of security for
a marijuana farm, regardless of the scope or size of the operation.Trouble between growers out
here wasn’t a new concept, but from what he’d witnessed and been told, it rarely escalated
beyond vandalism or a shouting match. Fistfights could erupt when tempers really flared, and on
rare occasion—a shooting or stabbing. The locals played rough, but they mostly left each other
alone. They reserved the serious treatment for outsiders. People buying land and trying to break
into the business. The area’s nickname had been built on their murders.Up until a few seconds
ago, Hale had assumed he didn’t fall into that category. He wasn’t trying to steal anyone’s profits.
Quite the opposite. He’d come here to help them expand, for a stake in the extra earnings. But a
quick look around told him that they didn’t need the money. Lights from the trailers cast just
enough illumination for Brett to determine that another field of plants lay on the other side of the
compound. No doubt equally as massive as the one he had just witnessed.If that turned out to



be true, Hale was quite possibly staring at the single largest illegal cannabis farm in California.
Maybe the United States. And he had a gut feeling that this was just the tip of the iceberg.
Whatever this crew was running on the mountain, they hadn’t roused him from bed at three in
the morning to hear a business proposal. Angie grabbed his arm and whispered.“I’ve never seen
anything like this before. We need to get out of here.”He knew she was right, but part of him
wanted her to be wrong. He desperately hated the thought of blowing the opportunity he’d spent
the past several months putting together.“Everything will be fine,” he said, not really believing his
own words.“I’ve been working farms up here for close to a decade. This didn’t exist a year ago. I
know that for a fact. This is something entirely different. Something these people put a lot of
effort into hiding. What are the chances they’re going to let us go after seeing it?”“I don’t know.
They can’t get rid of—”Verbal chaos cut him off, as the brutish men that had brought them here
hopped out of the trucks and started to bark orders.“We won’t get another chance,” she said.
“Not if they move us away from the trees.”Hale stared into the forest bordering the road, the
truck’s blazing headlights barely penetrating the thick underbrush. He couldn’t see how they’d
stand a chance out there. A loud jolt startled him. A quick look at the three bruisers standing a
few feet beyond the lowered tailgate was all it took for him to make a decision. He stood no
chance of surviving the night if he went with them.“We’re out of here. Jump on three?” he
whispered.“Forget the count,” she said, pulling him to his feet.They shuffled with the farm crew
before Angie turned toward the forest and jumped over the side. Hale leaped after her, his feet
scraping the top of the pickup bed. Hitting the ground off-balance, he tumbled out of control and
pitched headfirst through the dense forest scrub—coming to an abrupt halt when his shoulder
connected with an unmovable tree trunk. Stunned but still well aware of his desperate situation,
he looked around for Angie, spotting her on the ground next to the truck, grasping her
ankle.They locked eyes for a moment. Long enough for Hale to figure out she wasn’t going
anywhere. He used the tree to pull himself up and plunged haphazardly through the bushes,
probing the darkness with his hands to avoid another collision. If he could rapidly open the
distance from the road, he might be able to slip away.Angry voices echoed off the trees,
punctuated by Angie’s panic-stricken voice—and a single gunshot. Shit. They’d executed her.
Hale ducked behind the nearest tree and listened for signs of pursuit. Maybe they hadn’t seen
him jump with her? Branches snapped and bushes rustled before he could form another
ridiculously optimistic thought. He bolted into the forest with the same plan as before. Move fast
and try not to smash his head on a tree.A series of gunshots exploded, followed almost instantly
by dozens of sharp cracks and wooden thunks all around him. The gunfire stopped just as
quickly as it started, but Hale kept sprinting, until he found himself headed downhill. With no
bullets chasing him, he slowed to a jog and descended more carefully. An unplanned tumble at
this point would be the end of his escape attempt.The slope steepened rapidly, and he started to
careen out of control. Before Hale picked up too much downhill speed, he grabbed a smaller
tree trunk to halt his forward momentum. Pressed against the tree, he remained still long enough
to determine that the men at the farm hadn’t continued their pursuit. Yelling and swearing still



bellowed through the shadowy forest above, but the voices sounded farther away, and he
couldn’t detect any movement in the trees. It couldn’t be that easy.Hale took a moment to catch
his breath before quietly and cautiously continuing his downhill journey. A few minutes later,
convinced that he’d given the men from the trucks the slip—at least temporarily—he picked up
the pace, mouthing the word distance over and over again. The more distance the better.
Eventually they’d pick up his trail again, and he was no match for the skinheads or the soldier
types he’d seen by the trailers. A significant head start would spell the difference between life
and death.CHAPTER SEVENCarl Trenkor squatted on the road next to the pickup truck,
scanning the forest with night-vision goggles. The green-scale image gave him nothing. He’d lost
sight of Hale.“Does anyone still have him?” he said over the radio net, before standing up.“This is
Krueger. I got him moving downhill pretty fast,” said one of his QRF snipers. “I might be able to
pull off a shot if he stops again. Say the word.”“I have him, too,” said Clark. “Close to zero chance
at hitting him from this angle.”“Krueger. How long before he’s out of sight?” said Trenkor.“He’s
about a minute from reaching the next significant terrain drop. By the time the line of sight opens
again, I won’t be able to hit him—unless I get lucky.”“I’m not staking anything on luck,” said
Trenkor. “Stay on him as long as possible. We’ll send a team to grab him at the bottom of the
mountain.”“Copy that,” said Krueger.Bowen sidled in next to him. “I thought your guys were
snipers?”“I thought most of your people did hard time—prisoner transfer security should have
come second nature,” said Trenkor.Trenkor felt the man bristle next to him. Normally he went out
of his way to avoid pushing Bowen’s buttons, but Trenkor needed to shut Bowen’s shit down
immediately. The last thing he needed right now was this skinhead idiot’s macho posturing as a
distraction. Bowen’s crew had screwed up a basic detainee transfer, putting Trenkor in a really
bad spot.If Hale somehow evaded capture, they’d have to shut down the California side of the
operation immediately. Possibly before the sun rose. That was the obvious worst-case scenario.
The best case put Hale back in their hands for interrogation in a few hours.“I’ll haul his ass back
up here,” said Bowen. “Won’t take more than ten minutes.”“You’re gonna follow Hale down that
hill?” said Trenkor.Bowen didn’t answer right away, which was a good sign. The guy might
actually be thinking for once.“I almost forgot about all that bullshit you put out there,” said
Bowen.“That bullshit is the only reason we sleep a little easier at night,” said Trenkor.“Maybe we
shouldn’t if someone can just run right through it,” said Bowen.He considered Bowen’s comment
and decided not to respond. The guy had a point. If someone could sprint through a thick array
of antipersonnel devices, a cautious and deliberate intruder could make their way into the
compound. He made a mental note to have a fence installed around the primary farm zone if
EMERALD CITY continued beyond this fall’s harvest.Jason Watts, the compound’s security
chief, approached them from the trailers, followed by a fully kitted squad of mercenaries.“Make
sure the rest of the prisoners are secure,” he said to Bowen, before dismissing him.Bowen
mumbled something under his breath and left, patting one of his skinhead compatriots on the
shoulder on the way out. Watts slipped past Bowen without acknowledging him and made his
way to Trenkor.“Where do you want us?” said Watts, activating the ruggedized tablet in his



hand.Trenkor examined the map on the tablet and pointed. “His current track will funnel him
down this draw, but we have to assume he’ll get his shit together at some point and figure out
that this is the most likely place for us to wait for him.”“We’ll put a few drones up with thermal
imaging capability. We should be able to track him, even through the thick canopy. I’ll cover the
two adjacent draws, just in case he evades detection and gets crafty with his route.”“Grab
everyone you can and cover—”A crunching explosion cut him off. Bowen and a few of the
skinheads hooted and hollered.“Krueger?” he said over the radio net.“You can call off the
hounds,” said Krueger. “Hale is gone.”“As in dead or immobilized?”“Thermal scope shows bits
and pieces of him on several trees,” said Krueger. “I’d say he’s dead.”“Fuck,” muttered
Trenkor.Watts lowered the tablet and chuckled. “At least we know the APDs are effective.”“I wish
I could laugh at that,” said Trenkor. “This complicates things.”“Just slightly,” said Watts, with just
the right touch of sarcasm.Trenkor stifled a laugh and shook his head. “I need you to start
thinking about shutting down EMERALD CITY. We’ll need air support on standby. One hour from
call to pickup.”He lowered his voice. “And I really need you to come up with a plan to sweep the
Wolfpak under the rug. I know it may not be logistically possible to do a clean sweep if we’re
pressed for time, but we have to do as thorough a job as possible.”“Understood,” said Watts. “I’ve
given it a lot of thought and have some ideas.”“I’d love to hear them—later. Right now, I need you
to deep-six the rest of our guests.”“I’m sure Bowen would love to take care of that,” said
Watts.Trenkor sensed some hesitation, which he expected from Watts. Most of the Athena
Corp’s missions revolved around unsavory and morally questionable undertakings, but the
murder of innocent civilians was usually avoided. Few of the company’s domestic mercenaries
had ever been asked to cross that line. Unfortunately, the current circumstances required it. The
fewer pliable witnesses to the scope of the operation—the better.“That’s why I need you to do it,”
said Trenkor. “I can’t reward Bowen for this screwup.”“It’s hardly a reward.”“To him it is,” said
Trenkor. “Send Bowen my way after you relieve him of the detainees.”“Sure thing,” said Watts,
before heading off.When Bowen returned, Trenkor lit into him before he had a chance to open
his irreverent mouth.“I’m going to talk, and you’re going to listen. We have a serious fucking
situation on our hands, and you’re going to fix it.”“Hey. I don’t need you—”“Do you want to get
paid? Do you want to get off this hill without getting arrested?” said Trenkor, not waiting for an
answer. “Then shut the fuck up and listen for once. If Hale is—was—working undercover, this
whole thing will implode. The only question is when. That’s where you come in. I need the
Wolfpak acting as our eyes and ears in Alderpoint and the surrounding towns. All the way to
Eureka. We need to know when the cops or feds show up to look into Hale’s disappearance.
That’ll mark the beginning of the end for us.”“I’ll need to bring in more of the Wolfpak to cover
that big an area,” said Bowen. “Maybe outsource a little.”Trenkor couldn’t imagine what
outsourcing might look like—and didn’t want to. Then again, he really didn’t have a choice.
Whatever Bowen managed to scrounge together would have to work.“Do whatever you need to
do to make it happen, but whoever you bring in at this point stays off the mountain. In fact, don’t
say a word to them about the mountain. Keep them as far away from here as possible. The fewer



people that know about the operation, the better,” said Trenkor. “With any luck, we can keep this
place a secret long enough to finish the harvest. Everyone’s a winner.”“I like the sound of that,”
said Bowen.Everyone but you, that is.CHAPTER EIGHTAt the end of her “perp” walk through the
North Hollywood Community Police Station, Harlow was met by Jessica Arnay. Despite Jess’s
best efforts, Harlow had spent a long, sleepless night among the dregs of North Hollywood’s
streets. The holding cell shrank throughout the night, a seemingly endless procession of
prostitutes, drunks, and other shifty characters joining the rogue’s gallery she had started late in
the afternoon. All of them animated and gabby creatures of the night—except for her—which
made for a few awkward moments. Fortunately, none of them escalated into anything more than
a one-way swearing match.She had done everything possible to defuse each situation, just in
case one of the LAPD officers assigned to the station was looking for a reason to keep her
locked up. The firm’s activities and investigations had implicated several officers over the past
few years in human-trafficking rings. Most had been kicked off the force, but a few managed to
slide by—somehow. Harlow suspected that they were protected by some fairly senior police
officers, who had a direct stake in the same rings. She wasn’t about to give one of them an
excuse to bury her deeper in the system, where she might not emerge.Harlow started to speak,
but Jessica cut her off. “Not a word inside this station.”“Right,” said Harlow, before following her
out the station’s front doors.Decker sat on an angled concrete block next to the wheelchair-
accessible ramp that led to Burbank Boulevard.“Dammit, Decker. I told you to wait in the car,”
Jessica said, glancing at a black-and-white squad car pulling past them—both officers’ eyes
locked on Decker. “They saw your handiwork at the motel. You scare the shit out of them.”“Sorry,”
he said. “I wanted to be here when Harlow checked out of the North Hollywood spa. Make sure
she drank enough water after her massage.”Harlow shook her head and smiled at the same
time. She’d never been happier to see him. She gave him a quick hug and a kiss, mindful of their
situation in front of the station. The sooner they got out of here the better.“How was your night?”
she said.“Dark and full of—vomit. I think a few of the drunks crapped themselves, too. It was
great,” he said. “You?”“Fell asleep and woke up about three thousand times,” said Harlow. “A few
verbal altercations. Nothing big.”“Verbal altercations?” said Decker. “Sounds exciting.”“You didn’t
have any problems?”“Nope. Around ten last night, I kindly informed my fellow cellmates that I
would murder, or cause to be murdered, anyone that fucked with me in any way. Told them to
pass the word to anyone that showed up after that.”“Jesus, Decker,” said Jessica. “I’m sure that
got recorded.”“Hey. I got close to eight hours of uninterrupted sleep. Nobody came within five
feet of me,” he said.Harlow laughed out loud—almost uncontrollably. She was definitely
slaphappy from the sleepless night.“I didn’t actually say that,” said Decker. “It was a long, zero-
sleep night.”“Can we go now?” said Jessica. “I don’t want them changing their minds.”“Where’s
the car?” said Harlow.“About two blocks away. You’d think they’d have a parking lot next to this
station, given the volume. Probably make a couple hundred thousand dollars a month,” said
Jessica.“Anywhere to eat?” said Decker.“There’s a nice little Cuban coffee shop on the way,
unless it’s a Denny’s morning. There’s a Denny’s on the corner of Burbank and Lankershim,” said



Jessica.Harlow looked at Decker, and they both spoke at the same time. “It’s a Denny’s
morning.”“It’ll be full of cops,” said Jessica.“I don’t really care,” said Harlow. “We can go over what
we need to know before we get there. The rest can wait.”“Fair enough,” said Jessica, leading
them east on Burbank. “Let’s just get a little further away from the station.”When the foot traffic
inbound for the station died down, Harlow threw out the big question.“How bad is it?”“Not as bad
as you made it sound,” said Jessica. “You have a lot of friends in the LAPD—”“And a few well-
connected enemies,” said Harlow.“A few, but I shut them down right away,” said Jessica. “Put it
this way, you have far more friends than enemies. Decker, on the other hand . . .”“What have I
done?” he said.“Just messing with you, Decker,” said Jessica. “The firm—even including you—is
well regarded, especially up here in North Hollywood. We’ve done a lot of good work for the
community and helped the LAPD put some bad dudes away.”“That’s a relief to hear,” said
Harlow.Jessica grimaced. Here comes the bad news. The motel fiasco presented several layers
of problems, each a little stickier than the next. Harlow hadn’t expected them to walk away from
this without taking a few hits.
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Serenity..., “~~Drugs/DC Connection/Disappearance~~. This author is one of my favorites and
he never disappoints me. This novel is full of action, twists and turns and starts out with a
search for a missing person in Northern California.Soon, Ryan Decker and his partner, Harlow
Mackenzie, are in the midst of discovering a connection to a DC think tank and a business for
drugs that is mind boggling.Murder Mountain does not give up its secrets easily but with Decker
and his partner on the search, they soon are involved in more than they thought possible.Well
developed characters, a plot which is filled with action, adventure and sinister deals all meld
together to form an excellent novel.Lots of moving parts in this one so settle in for the read!Most
highly recommended.”

L. Omstead, “Nonstop read!. This top notch 5-star series continues to astound and get more
powerful with each successive story. The author’s attention to detail and superb storytelling
knock this book out of the ballpark. The main characters are well-developed and the action
scenes are riveting. We drove through Eureka, California this summer (where most of the book’s
action takes place) and I couldn’t keep from smiling.”

grammyshere, “Best Yet!. Steve Konkoly delivers a thrilling, Thor/Clancy type, action packed,
current event relevant story to keep every reader fully engaged from beginning to end. Decker
and Harlow are knee deep trying to decipher the mystery of the Murder Mountain. The mountain
is known for its small illegal marijuana farms but something more sinister and deadly brings
Decker and crew snooping at its core. I can’t say enough how great this book is - Konkoly’s best
yet! Well done, Steve, loved it!”

Rosy Reader, “Expectations and Reality. Things to know before downloading/purchasing: The
story contains violence and adult language as well as mentions of drug use and human
trafficking. This is the third book in an ongoing series where each book builds upon the previous
one.When Senator Steele's good friend calls saying that her son is in trouble, she, in turn, calls
on the private investigators that include Harlow Mackenzie and Ryan Decker. As it happens,
Decker is in between assignments and available to help out. The simple potential missing
person case turns into something more complex than any one of them expected.If the past few
months have taught the world anything, it's that things can get complicated quickly. Ryan
Decker's experience in the military taught him to be wary. In this situation, it served him well. If I
get in serious trouble, I'd like to have him and the whole team helping me out. I know they are
fictional characters but the series is so well written it feels as though they are real people facing
real situations.Disclaimer: I was provided an advanced copy of this book. I voluntarily read it. The
review above reflects my honest opinion. I enjoyed it so much that I purchased a copy for my
collection.”



Richard Lang, “The adventure continues in style.. Steven Konkoly's always managed to produce
some hard edged thrillers, and the Ryan Decker series is no exception. Before starting The
Mountan, I went back and re-read the first two Decker novels to refresh my memory of his cast of
characters . I'm glad I did, just simply because I spent two days in the world he created.After the
military and the CIA, Decker put his skills to use forming a private World Rescue Group of mostly
former operatives. Hunting for the missing daughter of a Senator, everything Ford's wrong at
once. The FBI interrupts the op, everyone attempting to rescue the hostages is blown up, and
Decker winds up in jail. He survived 8 attempts on his life over two years while at the same time
his wife and son are killed, surviving !embers of his team (and their families) are killed, and he's
about to testify about when 1) the case is dropped and 2) he's suddenly agree man.After
surviving assassination attempts immediately after release, he partners with Harlow McKenzie
and her team of people committed to stopping human trafficking. (She's already in love with him
- 10 years prior she was a teenager rescued by his tesm). And that was the first few chapters of
The Rescue, book 1!The relationships deepen in The Rescue and the action continues not and
heavy. This is combat-based fiction, after all. The uber villain of book one was never caught and
he's plotted revenge on all. Decker is shot up again, risky ops are undertaken, and Harlow and
Decker move towards some sort of romance. One thing to be said for Konkoly 's writing - there 's
a lot of battlefield humor. Lovevit !In The Mountain, a good friend of that Senato (now a high
level supporter of the team) asks for help - her son is missing. He'd gone to Humboldt County to
make money on the word of illegal marijuana growing and disappeared. Turns out that there's a
huge pot farm ruled by paramilitary employing skin heads as enforcers, backed by enormous
corporate resources. And that's for starters. Out thinking and maneuvering them is the fun of
the rest of it.At the very end, the shadowy group behind it all comes out of hiding to threaten the
senator, and what was about to become a romantic recuperation for Decker and Harlow is going
to be put on hold on the next book.I've pre-order it.”

J. Souza, “How Does Konkoly Do It?. How does Konkoly do it? The guy never disappoints. THE
MOUNTAIN is no exception. When Decker gets assigned to track down Brett Hale, he has no
idea what he will find on Murder Mountain. There’s pot growing and violence and all sorts of
mayhem. And like most Konkoly novels, everything points back to crooked Washington. What a
tale. This novel is nonstop action and fun as hell. I couldn’t put it down. Oh, and I love the Ryan
Decker character. Fantastic hero the reader can’t help but root for.”

Lee Reed, “Konkoly knocks it out of the park...again!. I don't post spoilers. No synopsis here.
Just read the book! I gaurantee you will become enthralled and want to explore Mr. Konkoly's
writings. While I have followed the series, you can certainly read this as a 'stand alone'. It is
compelling, action packed, one you just can't put down until it's done...and then you want more!”

healthysean, “Ryan Decker and Harlow a great Combination, Filled with Action.... Isn't it great



when a new book arrived on your kindle, especially when you forgot about it, and here we have
Book 3 in the Ryan Decker series....Investigating a missing persons case on Murder Mountain
means looking for trouble in a propulsive thriller by the author of The Raid.When someone
disappears on Northern California’s lawless Murder Mountain, it isn’t news. The vast terrain for
illegal marijuana harvests is also a notorious black hole for outsiders. But when that someone is
the family friend of the persuasive and righteous Senator Steele, finding him becomes covert
investigator Ryan Decker’s mission.For Decker, the risks of infiltrating a multi-billion-dollar outlaw
industry are greater than he could possibly understand. Especially when that industry has
flourished into the profitable backbone of a secretive and influential DC-based think tank. And
protecting its untraceable revenue in the Emerald Triangle is a band of ruthless white
nationalists.What begins as a seemingly straightforward favour soon pulls Decker and his
partner, Harlow Mackenzie, into a high-stakes conspiracy linked to the most cold-blooded
puppet masters and power brokers in the country. The harder Decker and Harlow work to
expose the insidious faction, the harder it’ll be to make it out of Murder Mountain alive.Steven
Konkoly delivers a thrilling action thriller, action packed, current event relevant story to keep
every reader fully engaged from beginning to end. Decker and Harlow are knee deep trying to
decipher the mystery of the Murder Mountain. The mountain is known for its small illegal
marijuana farms but something more sinister and deadly brings Decker and crew snooping at its
core.Steve Konkoly brings together a fast paced book, great action, good chemistry, great
characters, good and bad, full explosive stunts, and continues this series as a great series to
follow, you just cannot dislike Ryan Decker and the great Harlow and her teamA great and easy
four stars...”

Lagoon, “Another hit.. If you are going to select one series to follow; one that gives you nigh on
non-stop action, sarky dialogue, government conspiracies and, of course, more firepower than
you can throw a frag grenade at, then you could do a lot worse than to follow Decker and his
crew. This is the third book in the series and, having read all three, this is as good as ever. The
plots have some real thought behind them; you will not find that in many similar styled series or
one offs. The protagonists are likeable. The conversations don’t make you cringe. There’s a lot to
be said for such a series.There are other great books out there of course. All I’d say is that
adding this series to your library would be no bad thing.”

ThrillerMan, “Epic Action Adventure Thriller. The Mountain, third in the Ryan Decker series, is a
great tale. Very detailed and descriptive with a thundering good plot that digs heavily into the
seamier side of life with horrendous criminals and an assortment of often confused government
agencies. The whole series is packed with violence, both gratuitous and necessary.It took a
while to get into the detailed and descriptive prose, but it is very much worthwhile.The Mountain
is a terrific read.”



Ann Horne, “Another rollercoaster ride. Excellent book, a real page turner as usual with Steven. It
is good to read books 1 and 2, but if you haven’t, you will still enjoy this book. The characters are
all vivid, strong women too. There is a lot of action. The story begins with the death of the son of
Senator Steele’s friend. She rings the Senator who offers to help and so the story starts.. Luckily
for us its end is obviously another story. Looking forward to it.”

latecomer, “keeps you hooked from first page. Another thrilling ride for Ryan Decker and his
motley crew. this time he is asked to look into a missing person on behalf of Senator Steele.
What starts off as a simple investigation turns into something nobody could expect and rapidly
escalates into something only Decker could find himself involved in.Great story and will keep
you hooked to the end”

The book by Steven Konkoly has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 4,384 people have provided feedback.
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